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Interaction of design and operational parameters in periodic review
kanban systems
FERYAL ERHUN{, M. SELIM AKTURK{* and AYTEN
TURKCAN{
In this study, we propose an analytical model to determine the withdrawal cycle
length, kanban sizes and number of kanbans simultaneously in a multi-item,
multi-stage, multi-period, capacitated periodic review kanban system.
Traditionally, research in kanban systems has been separated into ‘design level’
research, and ‘shop floor level’ research. In both veins of research, especially for
the design level, various algorithms have been developed. However, it is impor-
tant to state that there is a significant relationship between the design parameters
and the operational issues, such as kanban schedules and actual lead times.
Therefore, we analytically consider the interdependencies between the design
and operational decisions, and evaluate their impact on each other.
1. Introduction
Just-in-time (JIT) is a management philosophy that can be defined as the ideal of
having the necessary amount of material available where it is needed and when it is
needed. One of the major elements of JIT philosophy and pull mechanism is the
kanban system. Kanban system is the information processing and hence shop floor
control system of JIT philosophy. The system effectively limits the amount of in-
process inventories and it coordinates production and transportation of consecutive
stages of production in assembly-like fashion. In this study, we propose an analytical
approach to determine the design parameters of the withdrawal cycle length, number
of kanbans and kanban sizes simultaneously in a multi-item, multi-period, multi-
stage, capacitated periodic review kanban system. Traditionally, research in kanban
systems has been separated into ‘design level’ research and ‘shop floor level’ research.
In both veins of research, especially for the design level, various algorithms have
been developed. However, it is important to state that there is a significant relation-
ship between the design parameters and the operational issues, such as kanban
schedules and actual lead times. Therefore, we should consider the interdependencies
between the design and operational decisions, and evaluate their impact on each
other. Our objective is to integrate design and operational level decisions to bridge
this gap. This new approach recognized an important tradeoff in JIT systems that
has been largely unrecognized, and which we believe can be effectively exploited to
improve production efficiency, and to lead substantial cost reductions.
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For each part in the kanban system two basic design parameters have to be
determined: the kanban size and the number of kanbans to be used. For a detailed
literature review on model characteristics, refer to Akturk and Erhun (1999). The
analytical models in current literature in general have several limitations. Almost all
the models assume that the kanban sizes are known and the number of kanbans can
be determined by using these predetermined values, material handling is instanta-
neous, and no sequencing decision is necessary. In fact, Karmarkar and Kekre (1989)
have shown that there is a significant relationship between kanban sizes and produc-
tion lead times, and hence the shop congestion. Therefore, the number of kanbans
and kanban sizes should be determined simultaneously, as these two together affect
the performance of the system. Philipoom et al. (1996) provide a nonlinear integer
mathematical model for the multi-item, multi-stage, multi-period, capacitated
kanban system. The model determines kanban sizes, number of kanbans, and final
assembly sequence simultaneously by minimizing the set-up and inventory holding
costs. Chang and Yih (1994b) use a simulated annealing approach to determine the
number of kanbans and kanban sizes with the objectives of minimizing the cycle
time, operating cost and work-in-process capital loss. Sarker and Balan (1999) find
the number of kanbans circulated between workstations, finished good shipments to
the buyers and the batch size for each shipment for a multi-stage production line
where the demand of finished goods at the last stage increases linearly with time and
no shortages allowed at any stage in the system.
Almost none of the models, except Philipoom et al. (1996), consider the impact of
operational issues on design parameters. It is usually assumed that the control
periods are small enough to ignore batch sequencing problems. Even in the study
of Philipoom et al., only the final assembly sequence is determined and it is assumed
that it propagates back by the first come first served (FCFS) rule. The instantaneous
kanban withdrawal mechanism is a typical assumption in most of the existing stu-
dies. On the other hand, there are a limited number of studies on periodic review
systems. In periodic review kanban systems, the needed products are withdrawn
periodically from the preceding stage. The period between the two consecutive mate-
rial handling operations is denoted as withdrawal cycle length. Savsar (1996) has
shown that kanban withdrawal policies might affect throughput rate and inventory
levels of JIT production control systems, therefore the review frequency should be
considered during the design of a kanban system. The problem of production level-
ing through scheduling is crucial in kanban systems. Selecting the proper scheduling
rule becomes even more important in the case of imperfect production settings, in
which demand may be variable, set-up times may be significant, and production line
may be unbalanced (Huang and Kusiak 1996). Chang and Yih (1994a) introduce the
concept of generic kanban systems in which the demand and the processing times are
variable. Chang and Yih (1998) propose a fuzzy rule-based approach in order to
determine the number of kanbans and kanban sizes in a generic kanban system,
which change dynamically according to the demand realizations during the planning
horizon.
Several models in the literature assume station independence through either
assuming infinite capacity or not allowing back-orders as summarized in Akturk
and Erhun (1999). Under JIT system, all stages are integrally tied to each other
and if there is a delay in one stage then both the preceding and succeeding stages
should be affected to highlight interdependencies among the stages. This is crucial
for reducing the size of the inventory levels and eliminating overall waste. However,
































this possibility is eliminated with the assumption of no back-orders and an infinite
production capacity, hence each stage can be modeled independently. Furthermore,
most of the conjectures for the determination of design parameters are posed
(although not explicitly stated) as if these conjectures are independent of the opera-
tional decisions. For example, it is a common conjecture that the customer service
level, usually expressed in terms of back-order costs and fill rates, can be increased by
increasing the maximum inventory level, or the safety stock parameter in the Toyota
formula. We will show that this conjecture is only valid for the FCFS rule, which
maintains consistent kanban priorities from stage to stage and prevents kanban
passing. For other scheduling rules, the best inventory level that maximizes the
customer service level may not correspond to the highest possible inventory level.
There are a limited number of studies on determining the kanban sequences. In
general, the final assembly schedule determines production schedules for all of the
stages in the facility. Once the assembly line is scheduled, it is assumed that the
sequence propagates back through the system using the FCFS rule. However,
many researchers based on their simulation studies showed that the commonly
adopted policy of the FCFS rule may not be a good policy under different experi-
mental conditions, but in their models, they still limited themselves to another
relatively simple dispatching rule of SPT/LATE. In a recent study, Hum and Lee
(1998) consider a six-station single-card kanban-controlled line and provide a simu-
lation evaluation of the performance of four scheduling rules, including FCFS and
shortest processing time (SPT), operating under different production scenarios. In
their simulation experiments, the FCFS rule performed poorly compared to the
other dispatching rules especially under tight production conditions. This is similar
to the previous results of Lee et al. (1993) and Yavuz and Satir (1995) where SPT/
LATE (or SPT) was stated as the best overall rule.
Sequencing in kanban-controlled shops are more complex when compared to
conventional sequencing problems as kanbans do not have due dates and kanban-
controlled shops have station blocking (Berkley 1992). Station blocking can be
described as the idleness of a stage due to full outbound inventories. Therefore,
we will show that using a more sophisticated scheduling algorithm instead of the
simple dispatching rules can significantly enhance kanban system performance.
Furthermore, it is commonly assumed that the final assembly schedule can be pro-
pagated back through system using the FCFS rule with the instantaneous kanban
withdrawal mechanism. As discussed above, this combination may not be a good
policy for all experimental conditions. On the contrary, the FCFS rule performs
better when the withdrawal cycle lengths are long enough to justify the set-up
times under the tight production conditions. We will also show that the scheduling
policies are not robust to withdrawal cycle lengths, or vice versa. The withdrawal
cycle length has a significant effect on average in-process inventories and production
rates. As the withdrawal cycle lengths decrease, the in-process inventories decrease
significantly, but the back-orders increase. In fact, when the kanban sizes are con-
stant, the total cost curve is convex over withdrawal cycle lengths. A detailed review
on JIT and kanban systems can be found in Akturk and Erhun (1999), Berkley
(1992), and Huang and Kusiak (1996).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we discuss the
underlying assumptions and define the problem. We present the proposed algorithm
in section 3 along with a numerical example in section 4. A computational analysis of
































the proposed algorithm is reported in section 5. Finally, some concluding remarks
are provided in section 6.
2. Problem statement
In this study, we develop an analytical model to determine the withdrawal cycle
length, number of kanbans and kanban sizes simultaneously in a multi-item, multi-
stage, multi-period, capacitated, periodic review kanban system. The overall objec-
tive is to minimize the total production cost, which is comprised of back-order and
inventory holding costs, over a finite planning horizon. The existing studies reflect
the relationship between the kanban sizes and the average inventory, but for the
other performance measures no clear relations are present. One of the purposes of
this study is to investigate analytically the effect of the kanban sizes on several system
performance measures, such as average in-process inventory and total back-order
cost.
The following assumptions are made throughout this study. Kanban processing
times are equal to the time required to process all parts in a kanban. Half full
kanbans are not allowed. There are no alternative routings. The withdrawal lead
time is assumed to be zero. The system is reliable and production at each stage is
carried out without defects. There is a discrete and time-varying demand pattern for
every item, which comes from a given probability mass function. There are several
assumptions necessary for kanban system to work efficiently and effectively. The
plant layout must be flow based in order to reduce transportation times and high-
light interdependencies between work centers. Parts must be grouped into the part
families to facilitate flow based production. We assume that switching from one
family to another requires a major change in set-up of the workstation while parts
within a family can be accommodated with minor adjustments that require only a
relatively small amount of time that can be added to the processing time, hence the
set-up time between the families is sequence-dependent. This assumption reflects the
fact that each family includes a set of parts with different demand and due date
requirements but share the same set-up, processing and routing requirements. For
the rest of the paper, part j of family i is denoted as item ði; jÞ. All the parts in a
family follow the same routing on a modified flowline. In a modified flowline, similar
to flowlines, parts follow a uni-directional flow, but contrary to flowlines, they do
not have the same routing. A more detailed discussion on the formation of part
families and corresponding manufacturing cells can be found in Akturk and Balkose
(1996). We number the stages starting from the last stage of production, i.e., stage 1
is the final stage and for any p and m in the routing of item ði; j) if p < m, p succeeds
m. The notation used throughout the paper is given in Appendix.
3. The proposed algorithm
There are three decision variables: the withdrawal cycle length, T , the number of
kanbans for item ði; jÞ at stage m for a given T , nTijm, and the kanban sizes, aTij . Note
that the kanban sizes are independent of the stage, i.e. for a given withdrawal cycle
length T , once set the kanban sizes are kept constant throughout the system.
However, the number of kanbans allocated to each stage can be different. The
objective is to minimize the total cost that is the sum of the back-order and inventory
holding costs over the planning horizon. The proposed algorithm generates several
alternatives for each of the decision variables and chooses the best combination
among these by comparing the total cost of alternatives.
































The main steps of the proposed algorithm are as follows:
Step 1. Generate a set of alternatives for withdrawal cycle length. For all possible
values of withdrawal cycle length, T ,
1.1. Find the number of withdrawal cycles.
1.2. Estimate lead time and calculate the maximum inventory levels.
1.3. Form kanban size alternatives for each item. For each kanban size
alternative,
1.3.1. For each withdrawal cycle, call procedure scheduling.
1.3.2. Find the total cost of the schedule found in the previous step.
Step 2. Select the alternative with the minimum total cost.
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where d e gives the smallest integer greater than or equal to the operand and Tmax is
the length of each period. We assume that the longest withdrawal cycle length is a
period.
In step 1.1, given a withdrawal cycle length T, the number of withdrawal cycles
for each period is calculated as Tmax=Td e. Then, the number of withdrawal cycles
over the planning horizon is Tmax=Td e 
 pð lanning horizon). In step 1.2, we calcu-
late the maximum inventory level of each item at each stage by using the expected
period demand. This step has two levels. In the first level, lead times are estimated in
terms of number of periods for each stage. In the second level, by using these
estimates and Toyota formula, the maximum inventory levels are determined.
For the lead time estimation, Ragatz and Mabert (1984) show that the rules that
utilize shop information generally perform better than rules that utilize only job
information. In the literature there are no models that can directly be applied to
periodic review systems. Therefore, we select the work-in-queue (WIQ) rule pro-
posed by Ragatz and Mabert and modify it to adapt to periodic review systems.
According to the WIQ rule, the lead time of item ði; jÞ at stage m, Fijm, is estimated as
Fijm ¼ km  WIQm where WIQm is WIQ of stage m, and km is the lead time estimation
coefficient for stage m. We then convert this lead time estimate to number of periods
as follows: Lm ¼ Fijm=Tmax, if Fijm > Tmax, and 1, otherwise. As the lead times are
estimated for each stage, the maximum inventory levels for an item at each stage may
be different. In that way, we can allocate different number of kanbans at each stage
for the same item. This will not only increase the solution space for the scheduling
but also may increase the power of the kanban system over imperfect settings
(Takahashi 1994).
Kanban systems maintain constant levels of total on-hand and in-process inven-
tory at each production stage. To determine the maximum inventory level, we use the
Toyota formula:
maximum inventory level ¼ n  a ¼ D  L  ð1 þ sÞ
where n is the number of kanbans, a is the kanban size, D is the average demand rate,
L is the expected lead time, and s is the safety factor. An important problem that
arises with the Toyota formula is the estimation of the lead times. Lead time is not an
attribute of the part; rather it is a property of the shop floor. Lead times vary greatly
































depending on capacity, shop load, product mix and batch sizes (Karmarkar 1993).
Furthermore, Karmarkar and Kekre (1989) show that the number of kanbans and
kanban sizes have a significant effect on the performance of the kanban system, and
it is not possible to think L independent of these two variables. Therefore, the
maximum inventory level of each item at its final stage is calculated by using the
lead time estimate for its final stage, L1, along with the expected period demand and
the safety factor s as follows:
MAXINVij1 ¼ expected period demand  L1  ð1 þ sÞd e:
The maximum inventory levels at upstream stages will be found with backward
propagation as follows: MAXINVijm ¼ Lm  MAXINVijp
 
where p is the succeed-
ing stage in the routing of item ði; jÞ, i.e. p < m, and the production stages are
numbered backwards. At any withdrawal cycle, the maximum amount that stage p
demands from stage m is MAXINVijp. As the information lead time of the kanban
systems are long, the upstream stages cannot react to changes in demand easily and
the system becomes erratic. Huang et al. (1983) show that the demand variability is
amplified in a multi-stage setting. In order to stabilize this erratic behavior, instead
of using the mean demand to set the inventory levels at each stage, we use the
maximum demand that may occur at any given time. Hence, the algorithm may
allocate more inventories to upstream stages.
In step 1.3, we generate the alternatives for the number of kanbans and kanban
sizes in such a way that for all alternatives nijma
T
ij  MAXINVijm. The relationship is
not a strict equality due to rounding errors. This allows a fair comparison among the
alternatives generated at this step. Step 1.3, generates the set of kanban size alter-
natives, ATij , for each item as follows:
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:
Step 1.3.1 finds the schedules for each withdrawal cycle. The flowchart of the sche-
duling module, which is repeated for all stages, is given in figure 1. Before the
execution of the main steps of scheduling, some of the sets should be updated.





where FGtij ¼ Dtij1  aTij  ðdtij  FGt1ij Þ:
There are three main levels in the scheduling module. At level 1, we try to
schedule all the items waiting to be processed in front of stage m in withdrawal
cycle t. We call this set the schedule set, SStm. To do this, we first update the inventory
levels and back-orders as follows: I tijm ¼ maxð0;St1ijm Dtijm  Bt1ijm Þ and
Btijm ¼ maxð0;Dtijm þ Bt1ijm  St1ijm Þ where St1ijm ¼ I t1ijm þ SCHt1ijm . The back-order
cost and inventory holding cost at each stage are calculated as follows: back-













ijm  aTij  hijm: The number of kanbans for item ði; jÞ waiting
to be processed in front of stage m in withdrawal cycle t is updated as
SStijm ¼ UNSt1ijm þDtijm:
































Let us describe these three levels briefly for stage m:
Level 1: Generate the schedule set, SStm. This set consists of all the items waiting
to be processed in front of stage m. If all the items in SStm cannot be processed within
the given withdrawal cycle length, T, i.e. the makespan of the schedule set SStm,
denoted as MK(SStm), is greater than T, then goto Level 2.






















βMAKESPAN <     T?
FORM THE SCHEDULE SET, SS
FIND THE MAKESPAN OF SS
FIND THE PRODUCTION AMOUNT FOR EACH ITEM
FIND THE UPDATED DEMAND FOR EACH ITEM
MAKESPAN <=T?
FORM THE PRODUCTION SET, PS
FIND THE MAKESPAN OF PS
UPDATE THE PRODUCTION SET, PS
FIND THE MAKESPAN OF PS
FIND THE INDEX FOR EACH ITEM IN PS
FIND THE ITEM WITH THE SMALLEST INDEX
INCLUDE THE ITEM IN INDEX SET, IS
FIND THE PROBABILISTIC WEIGHT FOR EACH ITEM
SOLVE THE KNAPSACK PROBLEM




















ITEMS: SELECT FOR THE
REMAINING TIME
UPDATE THE DELAYS OF THE UNSCHEDULED ITEMS
FIND THE SUM OF BACKORDER AND
INVENTORY HOLDING COSTS







































Level 2: Narrow down the schedule set to a new set called the production set,
PStm. The production set includes the items that should be scheduled to prevent
future back-orders. If all the items in PStm cannot be processed within the given
withdrawal cycle length, T, then go to level 3.
Level 3: Narrow down the production set to a new set called the index set, IStm.
The index set schedules the items in order to minimize the total back-order costs.
The details of these levels are given in figure 1 and are also discussed below. In
level 1, the makespan of a schedule set is found by using the nearest neighbour (NN)
rule to minimize the sequence-dependent set-up times, such that we group all the
items in the schedule set to their associated families, i.e. intrafamily splits are not
allowed, and find a sequence of families by always selecting the unscheduled family
with the smallest set-up time.
At level 2, we narrow down the schedule set to a new set called production set,
PStm. The production set includes the items that should be scheduled to prevent
future back-orders. Since the whole schedule set, SStm, cannot be completed on
time, back-orders may occur. Stages will become interdependent due to back-
orders and to deal with this interdependency, a production amount that considers
the expected demand in the future is used. In accordance with the kanban pull logic,
we only consider the actual demand information in this withdrawal cycle while
solving the kanban scheduling problem for stage m. In order to lower the probability
of future back-orders and incorporate a global perspective into the schedule, we
estimate the expected demand in the future by utilizing the past withdrawal cycles’
demand information so that we can reflect the demand trend. We calculate updated
demands for each item as follows:






þ ð1  Þ Dtijm
where  is a constant such that 0 <  < 1 and c is the number of past withdrawal
cycles used in forecasting. Consequently we find the minimum amount of each item,
PAijm, that should be scheduled to avoid future back-orders by using the updated
demands, i.e. PAijm ¼ duijm  St1ijm þ Bt1ijm . We include all the items with positive pro-
duction amounts to the production set, which automatically includes all the items
that are currently under back-order. We try to schedule all the items in the produc-
tion set. If it is not possible to schedule all the items, we proceed to level 3.
Otherwise, we solve a set of integer programming (IP) problems to select a subset
of items from the schedule set that are not included to the production set,
SStm  PStm, to fill the remaining time.
At level 3, we first update the production set PStm. If the production amount of an
item is bigger than its expected demand, we set the production amount to the
expected demand. We again narrow down the production set to a new set called
index set by means of a proposed ranking index. The aim at this level is to minimize
the back-order cost. The proposed ranking index, ijm, is calculated as:
ijm ¼
set-up time of family iPsize½i
j¼1
PMSijm
s¼0 ðsþ 1Þ Qijm½s  bijm
þ
pijm
ð1 þMSijmÞ  bijm
In kanban systems, the in-process inventories should always be full. Even if there is
no demand, there may be an order for an item which has lower in-process inventory
than the maximum inventory level. For these items, there is no back-order, so their
































delays are expressed as zero and Qijm½0 is the amount needed to fill up the in-process
inventories. The proposed index considers a possible trade-off between a set-up time
lost for a family with the urgency of an item. In the index, back-order costs are
assumed to be the weights for each item. For the families, the total back-order cost is
summed over all items. The first term of the index allocates the family set-up to each
item in the family, which is the same for all items in a family, whereas the second
term is item specific. We select the item with the smallest index and include it to the
index set, IStm. We use the index to form the initial set till % of the withdrawal cycle
is occupied. For the remaining time, we first schedule items from the production set,
which are not included to the index set, PStm  IStm, by solving a set of integer
programming problems. If time remains, we schedule items from the schedule set
that are not included to the index set, SStm  IStm.  is a predefined number between 0
and 1 and determines the number of IP problems that will be solved. Even though
the index is dynamic, it is myopic in nature. There is a trade-off between using the
index and IP formulation. The index is faster but the IP formulation eliminates the
myopicity. When  is small, we solve more IPs which increases the computation
times but also improves the solution quality.
After a number of items are scheduled at level 2 or 3, a number of IP problems
are used to schedule items for the remaining time. After level 2, we first find a
probabilistic weight for each unscheduled item from set SStm  PStm such that
wijm ¼ ½ProbðDtþ1ijm > PStijm þ I tijmÞ  bijm  ProbðDtþ1ijm < PStijm þ I tijmÞ  hijm  aTij :
For a given probability mass function of the demand distribution, the probabilistic
weight is the difference between the probability that an item will be back-ordered in
the next withdrawal cycle multiplied with its back-order cost and the probability that
it will remain unused multiplied with its inventory holding cost. Then we find the
updated processing times for all unscheduled items with positive probabilistic
weights such that puijm ¼ pijm  aTij : As described earlier, we only incur a sequence-
dependent set-up time between the families. Therefore, we calculate the required
set-up times of the unscheduled families with respect to the family that is scheduled
to the last position in the partial sequence. We solve the following IP formulation to
find the next item to be scheduled. In this step, the aim is to select the most profitable
item among the unscheduled ones. The probabilistic weights together with the
updated processing times and set-up times, if any, are used to decide if it will
















ðXijm  puijmÞ  ðT  MKðPStmÞÞ
Xijm  RMijm  Yim  0XI
i¼1
Yim  1
































where Xijm is an integer variable and gives the number of kanbans of item ði; jÞ at
stage m that should be included to PStm. In PS
t
m, there are two types of items. For the
first type, for every unscheduled item there is at least one item from its corresponding
family that is already scheduled, hence there is no need to allocate a time for machine
set-up. We only define a binary variable Yim for the unscheduled families that require
an additional set-up time, so Yim takes value of 1 when an item from family i is
scheduled. RMijm is total number of kanbans of item ði; jÞ in the set SStm  PStm. As
the probabilistic weights might be different for each kanban of an item, we can
dynamically assign weights to each kanban. If a new family is scheduled, then we
update the IP problem and continue solving until the remaining time is not enough
to produce an unscheduled item. Finally, we update the delay values for the unsched-
uled items, where delay is defined as the number of withdrawal cycles that an item is
back-logged.
After level 3, a similar set of IP problems are solved in order to schedule the items
from set PStm  IStm. After level 2, the probabilistic weights can be negative or
positive, while after level 3, the weights of items in set PStm  IStm are strictly positive
due to updating the production set prior to index calculation. After the items in set
PStm  IStm are considered, if time remains, then the items from set SStm  IStm are
considered. But, the probabilistic weights of these items are calculated as
wijm ¼ bijm  hijm:
At the end of the three levels, we have scheduled a number of items, denoted as
set SCHtijm, at stage m for withdrawal cycle t. The demand of the preceding stage p,
ðp > mÞ, is the set of scheduled items at stage m. After all stages and the withdrawal
cycles are scheduled, total back-order and inventory holding costs are calculated. At
the end of the algorithm, we select the alternative giving minimum cost. As discussed
earlier, several models in the literature assume station independence through either
assuming infinite capacity or not allowing back-orders as summarized in Akturk and
Erhun (1999). Under JIT system, all stages are integrally tied to each other and if
there is a delay in one stage then both the preceding and succeeding stages should be
affected to highlight interdependencies among the stages. This is crucial for reducing
the size of the inventory levels and eliminating overall waste. However, this possi-
bility is eliminated with the assumption of no back-orders and an infinite production
capacity. Therefore, in the proposed algorithm a scheduling decision in one stage
affects both the preceding and succeeding stages to highlight interdependencies
among the stages.
4. Numerical Example
In this section, we will explain the execution of the scheduling module over a
simple example. It is assumed that the withdrawal cycle length, kanban sizes and the
number of kanbans are known. Let the withdrawal cycle length be Tmax=2 ¼ 480=
2 ¼ 240 minutes. The data for the example are given in table 1 for three families,
five parts and three withdrawal cycles. There is only one stage therefore we drop the
index m for simplicity. In table 2, the sequence-dependent set-up times between the
families are given. The first row in the table corresponds to the case where the stage is
not initially set-up to any of the families.
The number of kanbans demanded for item (1, 1) in the first withdrawal cycle is
D111 ¼ ð30  0Þ=10d e ¼ 3 and FG111 ¼ 3  10  30 ¼ 0. The rest of the calculations
are similar. So the demands for each withdrawal cycle will be D1 ¼ f3; 3; 3; 3; 3g
and FG1 ¼ f0; 3; 7; 5; 0g, D2 ¼ f1; 1; 3; 3; 2g and FG2 ¼ ð3; 0; 5; 8; 0g, and
































D3 ¼ f2; 1; 2; 1; 2g and FG3 ¼ f8; 2; 5; 1; 9g: Initially the set of inventories, back-
orders and unscheduled items will be I0 ¼ f2; 2; 2; 2; 2g, B0 ¼ f0; 0; 0; 0; 0g and
UNS0 ¼ f0; 0; 0; 0; 0g, respectively. In the set presentation, (;) is used to separate
the families and ð; Þ is used to separate the items within the families.
Withdrawal cycle 1: First, we should update the inventory levels, back-orders and
schedule set as discussed earlier:
I111 ¼ maxð0; 2  3  0Þ ¼ 0; B111 ¼ maxð0; 3 þ 0  2Þ ¼ 1;
SS111 ¼ UNS011 þD111 ¼ 0 þ 3 ¼ 3; I112 ¼ I121 ¼ I131 ¼ I132 ¼ 0;
B112 ¼ B121 ¼ B131 ¼ B132 ¼ 1;
and SS112 ¼ SS121 ¼ SS131 ¼ SS132 ¼ 3. Then, the back-order cost will be equal to 180
(back-order cost ¼ 1  10  1 þ 1  10  2 þ 1  10  10 þ 1  10  2 þ 1  10  3 ¼ 180).
We should also calculate the delays of the items. Let Q½s be the set of Qij ½s.
Then, Q½0 ¼ f2; 2; 2; 2; 2g and Q½1 ¼ f1; 1; 1; 1; 1g. Due to space limitations, the
above calculations will not be shown explicitly in the rest of the example, although
the calculations are very similar.
Level 1: Find the makespan for the complete schedule set SS1. The sequence
according to the NN rule will be family 2, family 3, and family 1, and the makespan
is 5þ 4  3  10 þ 5þ 1  3  10 þ 2  3  10 þ 10þ 1:5  3  10 þ 1  3  10 ¼ 305 min-
utes, where the bold numbers correspond to set-up times and the products corre-
spond to the total production time for the kanbans demanded. As the makespan of
SS1 is longer than T which is 240 minutes, it is not possible to schedule all the items
in this set, so proceed to level 2.
Level 2: Determine the new set, PS1. As we have only one withdrawal cycle, the
updated demands of the items will be equal to the withdrawal cycle demands, which
are 3. As the inventories are empty, the production amounts will be equal to the
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Family Part 1 2 3
1 2 1 1 2
Kanban size, aij (units) 10 10 10 10 10
Maximum inventory level (units) 20 20 20 20 20
Back-order cost, bij 1 2 10 2 3
($/unit/withdrawal cycle)
Processing times, pij (minutes/unit) 1.5 1 4 1 2
Demand, dtij , ðt ¼ 1; t ¼ 2; t ¼ 3Þ (30, 7, 15) (27, 13, 8) (23, 32, 20) (25, 27, 17) (30, 20, 11)
Table 1. Data for numerical example.
1 2 3
0 5 5 5
1 0 40 15
2 5 0 5
3 10 20 0
































updated demands. Therefore, PS1 ¼ f3; 3; 3; 3; 3g and it will not be possible to
schedule all of the items, so proceed to level 3.
Level 3: Calculate the proposed ranking index for each item and form the new
schedule set IS1. The total back-order costs of families 1, 2 and 3 are equal to 120,
400 and 200, respectively. The ranking indexes will be: 11 ¼ 5120 þ 1:52 ¼ 0:79,
12 ¼ 5120 þ 14 ¼ 0:29, 21 ¼ 5400 þ 420 ¼ 0:21, 31 ¼ 5200 þ 14 ¼ 0:28, 32 ¼ 5200 þ 26 ¼
0:36. In the index calculations, the bold number shows the minimum ranking
index, hence the item that should be selected. Therefore, item (2, 1) is scheduled
first and its completion time will be 45 minutes. The total back-order cost of the
family 2 will decrease to 200 and the other costs will remain unchanged. We schedule
one kanban at a time. The reason for this is to assign dynamic back-order costs to
items. There can be kanbans with different delay values for the same item, so these
kanbans will have different back-order costs. For example, the back-order cost of
item (2, 1) was 20 in the first index calculation. When we recalculate the index, as we
have already scheduled the kanban of item (2, 1) that is one withdrawal cycle late, we
do not have any back-orders for this item. If we go on scheduling item (2, 1), this will
be to avoid the future back-orders that may occur due to empty in-process inven-
tories. So the item (2, 1) will have less priority in the next calculations of the index.
The new indexes will be  ¼ f0:79; 0:29; 0:40; 0:28; 0:36g. The completion time of
item (3, 1) will be 60 minutes. The total back-order cost for family 3 will be 160. The
rest of the calculations are given below:
Step  Selected item Completion time
3 {0.83, 0.33; 0.40; 0.50, 0.33} (3, 2) 80
4 {0.83, 0.33; 0.40; 0.50, 0.66} (1, 2) 100
5 {0.75, 0.50; 0.40; 0.50, 0.66} (2, 1) 140
6 {0.75, 0.50; 0.40; 0.50, 0.66} (2, 1) 180
7 {0.75, 0.50; ; 0.50, 0.66} (1, 2) 190
8 {0.75, 0.50; ; 0.50, 0.66} (1, 2) 200
9 {0.75, ; ; 0.50, 0.66} (3, 1) 210
10 {0.75, ; ; 0.50, 0.66} (3, 1) 220
11 {0.75, ; ; , 0.66} (3, 2) 240
We reach to the end of time period, so we stop after Step 11. The index set will be
IS1 ¼ f0; 3; 3; 3; 2g. The sequence will be family 2, family 3 and family 1, which is
the same as the sequence found by the NN rule. Therefore, the makespan will be
240 minutes. The inventories and unscheduled items at the end of first withdrawal
cycle will be S1 ¼ f0; 3; 3; 3; 2g and UNS1 ¼ f3; 0; 0; 0; 1g, respectively. The stage is
currently set-up to family 1 and the back-order cost for the first withdrawal cycle
is 180.
Withdrawal cycle 2: For the second withdrawal cycle, the updated inventory
levels, back-orders, and schedule set will be I2 ¼ f0; 1; 0; 0; 0g, B2 ¼ f2; 0; 1; 1; 1g
and SS2 ¼ f3þ 1; 1; 3; 3; 1þ 2g, respectively. The back-order cost for the second
withdrawal cycle is 170. The delays will be Q½0 ¼ f2; 1; 2; 2; 2g,
Q½1 ¼ f1; 0; 1; 1; 1g and Q½2 ¼ f1; 0; 0; 0; 0g.
Level 1: The sequence of SS2 according to the NN rule will be family 1, family 3,
and family 2, and the makespan will be 315 > T , so proceed to level 2.
Level 2: The updated demand for item (1, 1) will be du11 ¼ 0:5  3 þ 0:5  1d e ¼ 2.
The rest of the calculations will be similar. So, the updated demands will be
































du ¼ f2; 2; 3; 3; 3g. The production amounts are equal to the difference between
updated demand and in-process inventory when positive, and zero otherwise.
Hence PS2 ¼ ðdu  I2Þþ ¼ f2; 1; 3; 3; 3g. The makespan of this set will be 285 > T ,
so proceed to level 3.
Level 3: The index calculations will not be shown explicitly. The index set will be
IS2 ¼ f1; 1; 3; 3; 1g, and the makespan will be 230. To fill the remaining 10 minutes,
an IP problem will be solved. We first calculate the updated processing times. As at
least one item is scheduled from each family, the updated processing times will be
equal to the following processing times: pu ¼ f15; 10; 40; 10; 20g. The set of unsched-
uled items, RM, will be PSt  ISt ¼ f1; 0; 0; 0; 2g. As the remaining time is 10 min-
utes and RM ¼ f1; 0; 0; 0; 2g, no other item can be added to the index set from the
set PSt  ISt. We now consider the set SSt  ISt, and the set of unscheduled items
will be f3; 0; 0; 0; 2g. Given the remaining time and RM, no items can be included to
the index set from the set SSt  ISt. Hence, the final index set will be
IS2 ¼ f1; 1; 3; 3; 1g. The inventories and unscheduled items will be
S2 ¼ f1; 2; 3; 3; 1g and UNS2 ¼ f3; 0; 0; 0; 2g, respectively. The total back-order
cost for two withdrawal cycles will be 350.
In order to demonstrate how the  parameter might affect the final schedule as
well as its total cost, we also schedule the second withdrawal cycle with  ¼ 0:5. We
will use the proposed ranking index to form the index set, IS2, till the total processing
time is less than or equal to  
 240 ¼ 120. So, the previous index calculations will
be valid till total processing time reaches 120. Therefore, we will begin to solve IP
problems after the third step. At that time the index set was IS2 ¼ f0; 0; 1; 1; 1g, after
applying the NN rule the order of items was fitemð3; 1Þ  itemð3; 2Þ  itemð2; 1Þg
and the makespan ¼ 15þ 10 þ 20 þ 20þ 40 ¼ 105 minutes. The updated processing
times for the set of remaining items, RM ¼ f2; 1; 2; 2; 2g, will be pu ¼ f15; 10;
40; 10; 20g. Since there is no item scheduled from the first family, the sequence
dependent set-up time of this family, 5 minutes, should be considered in the IP
formulation. In order to calculate the probabilistic weights, lets assume
that probability mass function of the demand distribution is given as fDðdÞ ¼
f0:3 if Dtij ¼ 1; 0:4 if Dtij ¼ 2, and 0.3 if Dtij ¼ 3g. The probabilistic weights will
be wij ¼ ProbðDtþ1ij  IStij þ I tijÞ  bij  aij, or w ¼ f1 
 10 ¼ 10; 0:7 
 20 ¼ 14;
0:7 
 100 ¼ 70; 0:7 
 20 ¼ 14, 0:7 
 30 ¼ 21g.
Therefore we solve the following IP model:
Maximize 10X11 þ 14X12 þ 70X21 þ 14X31 þ 21X32
Subject to 15X11 þ 10X12 þ 40X21 þ 10X31 þ 20X32 þ 5Y1  135
0  X21  2; 0  X31  2; 0  X32  2
0  X11  2  Y1; 0  X12  1  Y1;Y1  1
The solution is X11 ¼ 0, X21 ¼ X31 ¼ 2, X12 ¼ X32 ¼ 1 and Y1 ¼ 1. The index set
will become IS2 ¼ f0; 1; 3; 3; 2g with the makespan of 235. The remaining time, 5
minutes, is not enough to produce any unscheduled item. Therefore, we will not
solve an IP problem for the set SS2  IS2. When  ¼ 0:5, the inventories and
unscheduled items will be S2 ¼ f0; 2; 3; 3; 2g and UNS2 ¼ f4; 0; 0; 0; 1g, respectively.
The total back-order cost for two withdrawal cycles will be 350.
Withdrawal cycle 3: The updated inventory levels, back-orders and schedule
set for the third withdrawal cycle when  ¼ 1 will be I3 ¼ f0; 1; 0; 1; 0g,
































B3 ¼ f3; 0; 0; 0; 2g, and SS3 ¼ f3þ 2; 1; 2; 1; 2þ 2g, respectively. The back-order
cost for this withdrawal cycle will be 90. The total back-order cost for three with-
drawal cycles is 440.
For  ¼ 0:5, the updated the inventory levels, back-orders, and schedule set of
third withdrawal cycle will be I3 ¼ f0; 1; 0; 1; 0g, B3 ¼ f4; 0; 0; 0; 1g, and SS3 ¼
f4þ 2; 1; 2; 1; 1þ 2g. The back-order cost will be 70. The total back-order cost for
three withdrawal cycles will be 420.
There are no algorithms in the existing literature that we can directly compare
our results with. Therefore, we will compare our study with the four widely used
sequencing rules in the literature, which are SPT/LATE, SPT-F, FCFS, and FCFS-
F. For a detailed discussion of why we select these rules and an algorithmic descrip-
tion of each rule, refer to Akturk and Erhun (1999). The execution of the algorithms
for the numerical example can be seen in table 3.
In summary, the total back-order costs over three withdrawal cycles are 840,
1000, 710, and 1000 for FCFS, SPT/LATE, FCFS-F, SPT-F, respectively. For the
proposed algorithm, when  ¼ 1, the back-order cost is 440, and when  ¼ 0:5 in the
second withdrawal cycle, the back-order cost is 420. This simple example highlights
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm and the ranking index. As expected, when
 decreases, the total back-order costs also decrease.
5. Computational analysis
An experimental design is developed to test the efficiency of the proposed algo-
rithm by comparing with the FCFS, FCFS-F, SPT/LATE, and SPT-F rules. All of
the algorithms are coded in C language and compiled with Gnu C compiler. The IP
formulations in the proposed algorithm are solved by using callable library routines
of CPLEX 5.0 MIP solver on a Sun Ultra 4000 workstation. In this section, first the
experimental factors are given. Then, the parameters and the way how they are
determined are explained. Finally, the computational results are provided.
5.1. Experimental factors
In the experimental design, seven factors that can affect the efficiency of kanban
systems are considered. The first factor is the number of families. As the number of
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SPT/LATE 1 f0; 0; 0; 0; 0g f1; 1; 1; 1; 1g f3; 3; 3; 3; 3g f3; 3; 0; 3; 3g f0; 0; 3; 0; 0g 180
2 f1; 1; 0; 0; 0g f0; 0; 4; 1; 0g f1; 1; 3þ 3; 3; 2g f2; 2; 2; 3; 2g f0; 0; 4; 0; 0g 600
3 f0; 1; 0; 1; 0g f0; 0; 4; 0; 0g f2; 1; 4þ 2; 1; 2g f2; 2; 2; 2; 2g f0; 0; 4; 0; 0g 1000
FCFS 1 f0; 0; 0; 0; 0g f1; 1; 1; 1; 1g f3; 3; 3; 3; 3g f3; 3; 1; 3; 1g f0; 0; 2; 0; 2g 180
2 f1; 1; 0; 0; 0g f0; 0; 3; 1; 2g f1; 1; 2þ 3; 3; 2þ 2g f2; 2; 3; 1; 2g f0; 0; 2; 2; 2g 560
3 f0; 1; 0; 0; 0g f0; 0; 2; 1; 2g f2; 1; 2þ 2; 2þ 1; 2þ 2g f2; 2; 2; 2; 2g f0; 0; 2; 1; 2g 840
SPT-F 1 f0; 0; 0; 0; 0g f1; 1; 1; 1; 1g f3; 3; 3; 3; 3g f3; 3; 0; 3; 3g f0; 0; 3; 0; 0g 180
2 f1; 1; 0; 0; 0g f0; 0; 4; 1; 0g f1; 1; 3þ 3; 3; 2g f2; 2; 2; 3; 2g f0; 0; 4; 0; 0g 600
3 f0; 1; 0; 1; 0g f0; 0; 4; 0; 0g f2; 1; 4þ 2; 1; 2g f2; 2; 2; 2; 2g f0; 0; 4; 0; 0g 1000
FCFS-F 1 f0; 0; 0; 0; 0g f1; 1; 1; 1; 1g f3; 3; 3; 3; 3g f3; 3; 0; 3; 3g f0; 0; 3; 0; 0g 180
2 f1; 1; 0; 0; 0g f0; 0; 4; 1; 0g f1; 1; 3þ 3; 3; 2g f1; 1; 6; 0; 0g f1; 1; 0; 3; 2g 600
3 f0; 0; 0; 0; 0g f1; 0; 0; 2; 2g f1þ 2; 1þ 1; 2; 3þ 1; 2þ 2g f3; 2; 0; 4; 4g f0; 0; 2; 0; 0g 710
































families increase, the set-up requirement increases and the scheduling decision
becomes more important. The second and third factors are the demand mean and
variability, respectively. The probability mass function (pmf ) of the demand distri-
bution for low and high variability cases are given as:
f lowD ðdÞ ¼
0:1; D ¼ UN  ½	 13; 	 9;
0:2; D ¼ UN  ½	 8; 	 4;
0:3; D ¼ UN  ½	 3; 	þ 1;
0:2; D ¼ UN  ½	þ 2; 	þ 6;






0:1; D ¼ UN  ½	 26; 	 18;
0:2; D ¼ UN  ½	 17; 	 9;
0:3; D ¼ UN  ½	 8; 	þ 4;
0:2; D ¼ UN  ½	þ 5; 	þ 13;
0:2; D ¼ UN  ½	þ 14; 	þ 22
8>>>>><
>>>>:
where 	 is the demand mean and UN  ½a; b is uniform distribution in interval ½a; b.
This density states that for the low-variability case 10% of the time demand will be
uniformly distributed in interval ½	 13; 	 9; and for another 20% of the time
it will be uniformly distributed in interval ½	 8; 	 4; and so on. The demand
average for a period is 30 and 50 for the low and high factor levels, respectively.
Since a period is equal to the longest withdrawal cycle length, denoted as Tmax (480
minutes in our computational setting), the demand values for different withdrawal
cycle length alternatives can be found accordingly. The fourth factor is the number
of parts in each family. This factor, together with factor F1, affects the product mix
and congestion of the shop floor.
The fifth factor specifies the relative load of each stage. In the balanced case, the
processing times of items have the same uniform distribution at each stage. In the
unbalanced case, the processing times at third stage, stage C, has a uniform distribu-
tion with a higher mean. When the processing times are higher, third stage will
become a bottleneck stage, hence smooth material flow will be disturbed. The
sixth factor is used to determine the sequence-dependent set-up times at each
stage. The distribution of set-up time is UN  ½SLm; SHm where SLm and SHm
are calculated as follows:
SLm ¼ S=P  ðaverage processing time of family i at stage mÞ  0:50
SHm ¼ S=P  ðaverage processing time of family i at stage mÞ  1:50
where the average processing time of family i at stage m is equal to
ð
Psize½i
j¼1 pijm  KÞ=size½i. K is an estimated kanban size and is taken as 25 or 50
when factor F4 is at its low or high level, respectively, in order to keep the ratio
of set-up time to total time constant. The seventh factor is the back-order cost to
inventory holding cost (B/I) ratio. The back-order cost of an item at the last stage is
equal to the inventory holding cost times the B/I ratio such that bijml ¼ B=I  hijml ,
where ml is the index for the last stage of the corresponding item. Back-order and
































inventory holding costs at the last stage are used to calculate the back-order and
inventory holding costs at the preceding stages.
The experimental design is a 27 full-factorial design. The factors and the values at
each level are listed in table 4. Five replications are taken for each combination
resulting in 640 different randomly generated runs.
5.2. Fixed parameters
There are five stages, denoted as A, B, C, D and E. The routings for families are
fixed and given in figure 2. When factor F1 is at the low level, the first four families
are used.
The processing times for balanced case are selected randomly from the interval
UN  ½0:1; 0:3. For unbalanced case, the processing times at stage C are selected
randomly from the interval UN  ½0:4; 0:8 when the number of parts in each family
are low, and from the interval UN  ½0:3; 0:7 when it is high. The forecasting weight
is 0.5 and three past withdrawal cycles are used for estimation. The lead time coeffi-
cient is same for all stages and equal to 1.01.  is taken to be 1. The planning horizon
is 20 days.
The inventory holding costs ($/unit/period) for the last stage are generated
randomly from the interval UN  ½6; 12: The inventory holding costs in the preced-
ing stages are found by using the inventory holding cost in the last stage such that
½hijml1 hijml2 hijml3 hijml4  ¼ ½0:9 0:8 0:7 0:6  hijml . For example, the inventory hold-
ing cost in third stage, counted from the last stage, hijml2 , is 0.8 times the inventory
holding cost in the last stage, hijml . The inventory holding cost increases as the item
goes through the last stage because of the value added to the item. The back-order
cost in the preceding stages are such that ½bijml1 bijml2 bijml3 bijml4  ¼
½0:9 0:7 0:5 0:3  bijml : We consider back-order costs in the preceding stages, since
the back-orders in earlier stages affect the back-order at the last stage and hence the
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Factors Definition Low High
F1 Number of families 4 7
F2 Demand average 30 50
F3 Demand variability low high
F4 Number of parts in each family UN  ½4; 8 UN  ½8; 12
F5 Imbalance Balanced Unbalanced
F6 S/P ratio 0.8 1.6
F7 B/I ratio 10 20
Table 4. Experimental factors.
4
2, 4, 6, 7
1, 3, 51, 3, 5
E D C
1, 3, 7




































total back-order cost in the objective function. The objective is minimizing the total
cost which is comprised of back-order and inventory holding costs. The inventory
holding cost is the sum of inventory holding costs over all stages for all periods. The
back-order cost is found by using the back-orders at the last stage. The effect of the
back-orders in earlier stages is considered by multiplying the back-order cost in the
last stage by the number of operations in the operation sequence of the item. Since a
period is equal to the longest withdrawal cycle length (480 minutes in our computa-
tional setting), the inventory holding and back-order costs for different withdrawal
cycle length alternatives in minutes can be found accordingly.
The last parameter is the safety factor, s, in Toyota formula which is used to
protect against shortages. It is a common conjecture that back-order costs can be
decreased by increasing the maximum inventory level or the safety factor in the
Toyota formula. This conjecture is valid only for FCFS rule, since it maintains
consistent kanban priorities from stage to stage. For other scheduling rules, the
best inventory level minimizing the back-order cost, and hence maximizing the cus-
tomer service level, may not correspond to the highest possible inventory level. For
example, when we set s to an arbitrarily large value, a myopic rule like SPT/LATE
will select the items with the shortest processing time, and the items with large
processing times will be late. The items finished earlier will increase the safety
stock limit, and hence have a small effect on the fill rate or back-order. In brief,
we can say that in some cases when s increases, the back-order cost may not
decrease. The relationship between back-order and inventory holding costs and
the safety factor for SPT/LATE and FCFS rules can be seen in figure 3a and 3b,
respectively. In this figure, factor combination (1101010) is used as an example,
3331Interaction of design and operational parameters
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where 0 and 1 correspond to the low and high levels of each factor, respectively. For
the FCFS rule, the back-order cost decreases and inventory holding cost increases as
s increases. It is important to note that for the SPT/LATE rule, the back-order cost is
not a decreasing function of s. It attains its minimum at s ¼ 0:02 and has more than
one local minimum. The inventory holding cost does not increase as s increases. It is
decreased by decreasing the withdrawal cycle length for higher values of s which can
be seen in figure 4a. Since setting s to an arbitrarily large value may not decrease the
back-order cost, s should be selected carefully.
In the literature, there is only one study by Co and Sharafali (1997) for the safety
factor calculation. They state that the safety stock parameter is constant if the
sequence of demands are independent and identically distributed, and give formulas
for calculating the safety factor when demand distribution is uniform, exponential,
triangular or truncated normal. When demand is uniformly distributed over ½x; y
as in our case, the ‘optimal’ s value is calculated as s ¼ ½ðb hÞ  ðy xÞ=
½ðbþ hÞ  ðyþ xÞ, where b is the back-order cost and h is the inventory holding
cost. For example, the ‘optimal’ s value is equal to 0.033 for the factor combination
(1101110), i.e. the demand mean is equal to 50, the demand variability is low, and the
B/I ratio is equal to 10 (b ¼ 10  h). When we put b, h, x and y values in the above
formula and take the weighted average of five different demand distribution scenar-
ios as it is shown below, then
s ¼ ð10h hÞð41  37Þð10hþ hÞð41 þ 37Þ 0:1 þ
9ð46  42Þ
11ð46 þ 42Þ 0:2 þ
9ð51  47Þ
11ð51 þ 47Þ 0:3
þ 9ð56  52Þ
11ð56 þ 52Þ 0:2 þ
9ð61  57Þ
11ð61 þ 57Þ 0:2
3332 F. Erhun et al.
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In figure 4b, total cost versus safety factor plot can be seen for the SPT/LATE and
FCFS rules for the factor combination (1101110). For the FCFS rule, the minimum
total cost is achieved at s ¼ 0:033, which is the ‘optimal’ s value according to the
above formula. At this safety factor level, FCFS seems better than SPT/LATE in
terms of total cost. But, SPT/LATE gives a smaller total cost than FCFS at higher s
values (0.08, 0.10, 0.12). Although we showed that the s values calculated according
to the formula by Co and Sharafali (1997) are not robust to the selected dispatching
rule, we still calculate the s values according to their formula since this is the only
study in the literature for the safety factor calculation. The s values change according
to the levels of factors F2, F3 and F7, and are calculated as 0.057, 0.063, 0.153,
0.169, 0.033, 0.037, 0.078, 0.086, when the factor combinations for (F2, F3, F7) are
(000), (001), (010), (011), (100), (101), (110), (111), respectively.
5.3. Decision variables
There are three decision variables: the withdrawal cycle length, kanban size and
number of kanbans. The withdrawal cycle lengths have a significant effect on the
average in-process inventories, back-orders and production rates. When kanban
sizes are constant, the total cost curve is convex over withdrawal cycle lengths. As
withdrawal cycle lengths decrease, the in-process inventories decrease and back-
orders increase. This can be seen in figure 5 for the SPT/LATE and FCFS rules
for an example run of factor combination (1101111). These algorithms give the
minimum cost at different T values which shows the sensitivity of the scheduling
policies to withdrawal cycle lengths. Therefore, in this experimental design six alter-
natives are generated for the withdrawal cycle lengths such as {8, 4, 2, 1, 0.5, 0.25}
hours or {480, 240, 120, 60, 30, 15} minutes. There are also six alternatives for the
number of kanbans, which are {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32}. Thirty-six alternatives for each
replication will be evaluated by each sequencing rule in order to find the alternative
with the minimum total cost. In table 5, the number of instances of best T values for
all runs are summarized. When we analyse the results, we can see that the scheduling
policies are not robust to withdrawal cycle lengths. The family based rules SPT-F
and FCFS-F prefer relatively shorter withdrawal cycle lengths when they are com-
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pared with SPT/LATE and FCFS. The item-based rules prefer longer withdrawal
cycle lengths so that set-up times can be justified.
5.4. Results
We use four measures to compare five algorithms. The first one is (0–1) scaling,
where 0 indicates the best value and 1 indicates the worst value among the alter-
natives for the objective of minimizing the total cost. For each algorithm it is
calculated as Si ¼ ðTCi  TCminÞ=ðTCmax  TCminÞ, where TCi is the total cost of
algorithm i, TCmin and TCmax are the minimum and maximum of total cost values
for each run among all algorithms, respectively. The minimum, average and
maximum scaled values for each algorithm can be seen in table 6. According to
the average values in the table, the proposed algorithm gives the minimum scale,
followed by the FCFS rule. According to the minimum and maximum scales, each
algorithm is selected as either the best or the worst algorithm, respectively, in at least
one run among 640 runs.
The second measure is eigenvalue normalization. This measure is less sensitive
to both the range for the actual values and to the number of data points than the





Þ2 . In table 6, the minimum, average and maximum normalized
values for each algorithm can be seen. When the production environment is suitable
for the efficient operation of an algorithm, the normalized values are low. Under the
most suitable conditions, FCFS can give the least normalized value. When the factor
combinations determine an imperfect environment for the algorithm, the normalized
values increase. Therefore, the minimum and maximum normalized values for
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WCL (hrs) SPT/LATE SPTF FCFS FCFSF Algorithm
8 0 0 0 0 0
4 17 4 15 5 34
2 62 59 178 114 148
1 244 236 213 252 214
0.5 254 262 207 242 189
0.25 63 79 27 27 55
Table 5. Number of instances of withdrawal cycle lengths.
SPT/LATE SPTF FCFS FCFSF Algorithm
Si Minimum 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Average 0.503 0.641 0.419 0.854 0.211
Maximum 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Ni Minimum 0.192 0.250 0.038 0.297 0.132
Average 0.430 0.476 0.391 0.530 0.337
Maximum 0.622 0.662 0.784 0.738 0.647
Run time Minimum 11.160 7.010 15.100 8.170 16.980
Average 45.559 38.904 53.109 58.638 671.745
Maximum 110.150 125.540 116.160 158.350 3942.270
# of best 97 47 130 4 362
































different algorithms occurred at different factor combinations. For example, SPT/
LATE is the best algorithm when the system is balanced and all other factors except
demand mean are at their high levels. The proposed algorithm is again the best one
according to the average normalized values for all factor levels. The reason that we
used two normalized scaling values instead of the average cost values is as follows. In
literature, most of the studies compare the different sequencing rules in terms of the
average cost values. This might be misleading since the SPT/LATE rule performs
better than the FCFS rule under the tight production conditions, such as high
demand variation and long set-up times, which usually result in high production
cost values. On the other hand, the FCFS rule performs well under the ‘ideal’ con-
ditions that result in low production cost values. Taking a simple average of cost
values may not give the relative merit of each competing algorithm under different
experimental conditions.
Our computational results indicate that when the variety of the products
increase, the performance of the system declines. When the product variety increases,
the standardization in product design decreases, and the repetitive nature of the
system disappears. When we introduce imbalance to the system, the system perfor-
mance, especially for the FCFS and FCFS-F rules, declines. Allocating different
number of kanbans at each stage and using a proper scheduling rule can help to
cope with the imbalance in the system. The proposed algorithm performs well when
the production system is unbalanced, since a more sophisticated algorithm should be
used for the bottleneck machine, which determines the production rate. When the
demand variability is high, the performance of the item based rules and the proposed
algorithm are better. The family based rules cannot adapt to demand changes
quickly due to long production of families. When the number of parts in each
family increases, the family based rules have the advantage of reducing the set-up
time by producing the items in groups. We also showed that the lower the set-up
times, the better the system performance. As the set-up times increase, the JIT
characteristic of the system disappears. If the set-up to processing time ratio
increases, FCFS and FCFS-F cannot justify the increase in set-up time. When B/I
ratio is higher, the normalized values for SPT and SPT-F increases. But, the decrease
in the performance of these algorithms is insignificant. Therefore, kanban system
performs best when the set-up times are low, the congestion is low and the product
variety is low.
The third measure is the run time in seconds as summarized in table 6. The
average run time of the proposed algorithm is the highest as expected, since we
may have to solve several IP problems, which increases the run time significantly.
But, it is still within acceptable limits for such a decision-making problem. The last
measure is the number of runs an algorithm gives the minimum total cost among the
competing algorithms. In 362 runs, the proposed algorithm gives the minimum cost.
The second-best algorithm is FCFS, which gives minimum cost in 130 runs. In sum,
although the average run time of the proposed algorithm is considerably high, the
average performance is better than the methods commonly used in literature. When
we compare the existing methods, we see that the FCFS rule, which is the most
frequently used method in literature, is better than other methods, although the SPT/
LATE gives a smaller average total cost value than the FCFS. As we pointed out
above, this might be due to the safety factor parameter, which is not robust to the
selected dispatching rule, and favors the FCFS rule. When the operating conditions
are ‘ideal’ for the repetitive manufacturing, FCFS can give the best results. When the
































production setting is imperfect, especially under the tight production conditions,
SPT/LATE and the proposed algorithm perform well.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we studied the kanban systems in a multi-item, multi-stage, multi-
period, capacitated modified flowline production environment. We proposed an
algorithm that determines both the design parameters of a kanban system such as
withdrawal cycle length, kanban size and number of kanbans, and the operational
decisions, such as kanban schedules at each production stage, simultaneously. To
our knowledge, this is the first study that considers the interdependencies between
the design and operational decisions, and evaluate their impact on each other, which
we believe can be effectively exploited to improve production efficiency, and lead to
substantial cost reductions.
Some of the main results of our study can be outlined as follows. The existing JIT
production planning models deal mainly with smoothing production schedules. It is
commonly assumed that the final assembly schedule can be propagated back through
the system using the FCFS dispatching rule with the instantaneous kanban with-
drawal mechanism. We showed that this combination may not be a good policy for
all experimental conditions. In contrary, the FCFS rule performs better when the
withdrawal cycle lengths are long enough to justify the set-up times. Very few
researchers have studied the effects of material-handling frequency on the system
performance. We showed that the scheduling policies are not robust to withdrawal
cycle lengths, or vice versa. The withdrawal cycle length has a significant effect on
average in-process inventories and production rates. As the withdrawal cycle lengths
decrease, the in-process inventories decrease significantly, but the back-orders
increase. In fact, when the kanban sizes are constant, the total cost curve is
convex over withdrawal cycle lengths.
It is a common conjecture that the customer service level, usually expressed in
terms of back-order costs and fill rates, can be increased by increasing the maximum
inventory level, or the safety stock parameter in the Toyota formula. We showed
that this conjecture is only valid for the FCFS rule, which maintains consistent
kanban priorities from stage to stage and prevents kanban passing. For other sche-
duling rules, the best inventory level that maximizes the customer service level may
not correspond to the highest possible inventory level. Finally, we compared the
proposed scheduling algorithm with the four commonly used sequencing rules in
the literature, which are SPT/LATE, FCFS, SPT-F and FCFS-F, and showed
that kanban system performance can be significantly enhanced by using a more
sophisticated scheduling algorithm instead of the simple dispatching rules. For the
future the most promising research direction is to add transportation lead times to
the existing model. In that way, a trade-off will appear among different kanban sizes
and withdrawal cycle lengths.
Appendix
aTij kanban size for item ði; jÞ for the withdrawal cycle length of T
Btijm number of back-orders of item ði; jÞ in withdrawal cycle t at stage
m
bijm unit back-order cost of item ði; jÞ at stage m
Dtijm demand for item ði; jÞ at stage m in withdrawal cycle t (number of
kanbans)
































dtij actual demand for item ði; jÞ at withdrawal cycle t
duijm updated demand for item ði; jÞ at stage m
FGtij remnants of item ði; jÞ at withdrawal cycle t
hijm unit inventory holding cost of item ði; jÞ at stage m
Itijm in-process inventory of item ði; jÞ at the beginning of withdrawal
cycle t at stage m
MAXINVijm maximum inventory level of item ði; jÞ at stage m
MSijm maximum delay of item ði; jÞ at stage m
nTijm number of kanbans for item ði; jÞ at stage m for the cycle length
of T
puijm updated processing time of item ði; jÞ at stage m
pijm actual processing time of item ði; jÞ at stage m
Qijm½s number of kanbans of item ði; jÞ at stage m that are backlogged
for s withdrawal cycles
size½i number of parts in family i
Stijm in-process inventory of item ði; jÞ at the end of withdrawal cycle t
at stage m
SCHtijm number of item ði; jÞ scheduled at stage m at withdrawal cycle t
UNStijm number of item ði; jÞ that remains unscheduled at stage m at
withdrawal cycle t
wijm probabilistic weight of item ði; jÞ at stage m
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